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Abstract
The AI Bus software architecture was designed to support the construction of large-scale, production-
quality applications in areas of high technology flux, running on heterogeneous distributed environments,
utilizing a mix of knowledge-based and conventional components. These goals led to its current
development as a layered, object-oriented library for cooperative systems.
This paper describes the concepts and design of the AI Bus and its implementation status as a library of
reusable and customizable objects, structured by layers from operating system interfaces up to high-level
knowledge-based agents. Each agent is a semi-autonomous process with specialized e_'pertise, and consists
of a number of knowledge sources (a knowledge base and inference engine). Inter-agent communication
mechanisms are based on blackboards and Actors-style acquaintances. As a conservative first
implementation, we used C++ on tap of Unix, and wrapped an embedded Clips with methods for the
knowledge source class. This involved designing standard protocols for communication and functions which
use these protocols in rules. Embedding several Clips objects within a single process was an unexpected
problem because of global variables, whose solution involved constructing and recompiling a C++ version of
Clips. We are currently working on a more radical approach to incorporating Clips, by separating out its
pattern matcher, rule and fact representations and other components as true object oriented modules.
I. Introduction
The AI Bus is a software architecture and toolkit which supports the construction of large-scale,
production-quality cooperating systems in areas of high technology flux. It was first developed as an
approach to integrating the Space Station software, and more recently has been applied to the Advanced
Launch Systems project (ALS). Both applications share requirements of a long life-time, during which new
technological advances should be seamlessly incorporated, and high degrees of autonomy. These two
classes of requirements - the software engineering need for flexible methods for combining heterogeneous
components, and the functional need to coordinate a mix of knowledge-based and conventional systems - led
to the development of the AI Bus as a layered, object-oriented, distributed architecture.
This paper describes the concepts and design of the AI Bus and its current implementation as a Unix C÷+
library of reusable objects. After an introduction to distributed processing and a discussion of the facilities
needed to build cooperating systems, we present the mechanisms provided by the AI Bus for these
facilities. Particular emphasis is placed on supporting high-level models of cooperation and problem-
solving, implemented via semi-autonomous agent processes with knowledge-based communication and
control. Finally we describe our approach to using Clips as a common knowledge representation language
for the prototype.
2. Overview of Distributed Cooperative Systems
A distributed system may be characterized as a collection of separate processes together with an
interaction medium. This separation and the interaction medium may be physical, as in processors
connected by a network, or logical, as in modules with semantically disparate representations. Although
developments in the last fifteen years have taken advantage of hardware advances by distributing data
and processing, the control has remained centralized in master-slave relationships. Machines are now
"talking" to one another, but the question for cooperative systems is deciding what to say, when, and by
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whose authority. Just as humans form organizations in order to function more effectively - the whole is
greater than the sum of the parts - the promise of cooperative systems is that they can tackle problems
beyond the capabilitiesofcurrentarchitectures.
Cooperativesystems use advances in distributedprocessing- algorithms for load balancing,efficient
network routing,errorrecoveryprocedures,synchronizationmechanisms, etc. -but build on them by
treatingthedistributionaspartoftheproblem solvingwhich needs tobe representedand reasonedabout.
For example, a distributeddatabase should appear coherent to itsusers,but maintaining itsglobal
consistencyisimpossiblewithout synchronizingtransactions,and thismay be prohibitivelyslow.The
promise of cooperativesystemsisthatsuch problems are amenable to techniquesofmodelling the users'
goalsand plans,handling uncertaintyand inconsistencygracefully,and adaptivelyallocatingtasksand
resources (Ref. [1,2]).
If an agent is to help another it must have a way to represent that agent's goals and plans, if it is to
receive help it must know which agents are able to provide assistance and hence must model their
abilities and resources, and if it is simply interested in avoiding coruqict it must be aware of their planned
use of shared resources. Thus facilities are needed for modelling capabilities and interests, above simple
interface specifications, and knowledge-based protocols for negotiation. Some approaches to realizing
these goals are (Ref [3]):
• Distributed Object-Oriented Systems (DOOS): A natural way to model cooperative systems uses the
object-oriented paradigm of autonomous modules communicating via messages. Extending this
paradigm to distributed environments involves difficult problems of several threads of control and
no single shared space of objects. (Ref. [4,5,6)
• Blackboards: In contrast to the message-passing model of DOOS, blackboards are an organizational
mechanism whereby agents share their current problem solving state. CRef. [7])
• Integrative Frameworks: Systems which combine a number of different mechanisms to support
various paradigms for developing and experimenting with large scale applications. (Ref. [8,9,10]).
3. Facilities Provided by the AI Bus for Building Cooperative Systems
3.1 Overview of Goals and Features
The AI Bus is an integrative framework for building cooperating systems with the following requirements:
• Technology Transparency: the architecture is open to allow integration of future advances and is
portable across disparate platforms.
• High Performance: the emphasis is on production quality, rather than experimentation.
• Support multiple coexistent problem solving paradigms: DOOS, blackboards, expert systems.
• Standard interfaces for combination of components and communication between subsystems.
• Mixed conventional and AI Approaches: through standard interfaces; included is the ability to
incorporate off the shelf commercial tools.
• Support for verification and validation: integrated tools include dynamic audit probes (which can
feed diagnosis and repair modules) and static compile-time checking of interfaces.
3.2 Software Engineering Principles
The components are divided into layers based on their abstraction level: at the bottom are the physical
entities, then the operating system components, then conventional tools such as databases and user
interfaces, followed by knowledge-based tools such as inference engines, and at the top are generic
applicationsuch as diagnosisshellswhich simplyneed tobe customizedfora specificapplication.Each
layerprovides servicesto higherlayers;sincethe internaldetailsof a layerare hidden from others,
softwarechanges are localizedand modules are easilyreplaceable;for performance reasonsa Layeris
permittedtocalla lowernon-adjacentLayerratherthan strictlysteppingthrough theintermediaries.The
AI Bus isdefinedas a setofobjectclasses,and implemented as a classlibrary,which again enablesthe
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internal implementation of objects to be hidden from other objects. Off the shelf components can be
integrated by wrapping them in a suitable interface, but clearly the degree of support they receive from
other AI Bus services is proportional to their "white-box" nature. The layers and representative object
classes are illustrated in Figure 1, while the inheritance between a few classes is shown in Figure 2.
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3.3 Probes, Messages, Agents and Organizations
3.3.1 Probes and Event.Driven Programming
The AI Bus followsthe distributedobjectorientedmodel ofinteractionbetween softwaremodules, here
consideredtobe loosely-coupledagents.Thisnot onlysupportstheabove softwareengineeringprinciples,
but alsothe open, continuousprocessingthatisa characteristicof cooperativesystems.Whereas event
handlers in conventionalsystems,such as X Windows or database transactions,are invoked from a
dispatchtableusingsimplemasks or triggers,the AI Bus extends thisparadigm in itsProbe object(Ref.
[11,12]).A probe isactivatedbased on matching patternsof eventsand conditionsand routesinformation
about subsystem activitytointerestedpartieswhich can installand modify them dynamically.A probe's
historycan be used tomaintainpartialmatches forefficiency(e.g.in theblackboard),itsprioritycan be
used toorder theactionsof severalprobes.A standardevent,conditionand actionlanguage allowsthe
evaluation and interpretation of probes to be implemented by the probed object - a class of probe.able objects
is specified, and includes databases, network communication, blackboards and agents; there are
corresponding subclasses of probes.
Probes can be used to support validation in a testbed environment and to monitor resource usage and each
other. Since they are implemented by the probed object and installed by request, this access does not
violate the secure boundaries of active objects. A subclass of probes called abstract sensor/effectors can be
used in hierarch/cal process control applications - like probes they provide data, retain state and do some
filtering, but in addition they recognize alarm situations and provide direct pathways between each other
for fast response.
3.3.2 Communication Substrate
A layer of services exists between the operating system and the programming tools which allows the
developers to concentrate on problem-solving rather than worrying about actual physical locations. Of
course, for some applications, physical parameters are part of the problem definition (e.g. communication
delays, noise and failures) and so are available for querying. Each agent has a Post Office object, which
queues incoming messages and permits addressing by name, rather than location. The Post Office uses a
distributed Finder object, which keeps track of the addresses of active objects and maps them to their
globally unique names. Furthermore, agents can advertise certain attributes (see later section) which are
also registered with the Finder and permit communication by knowledge rather than just syntactic names.
The interaction medium is the message, the glue which enables the transfer of data and control between
the agents. A message contains fields which identify the sender and receiver, an object (such as a question
or answer) an optional time tag and list of attributes, which may include its expiration date or other
application-specificinformation.Controlispassed viamessages which representremote procedurecalls-
they are interceptedby an agent'sMessage Manager, which isresponsibleforconvertingmessages to
procedures,and keepsa queue ofquestionsreceivedtogetherwiththeiraskers(forsubsequentdirectionof
replies).Remote procedure callsby defaultare asynchronous - the callerdoesn'tblock and waitfor its
completion-butmay be synchronousifrequired.The questionofwhetherthereceivingagentblocksuntilit
processesthe requestdepends on theorganizationused:ifthe agent does,itisunder the controlof the
sender (a client-serverrelationship),ifnot itisautonomous. Of course,requeststolower-levelservices
(suchas a databasemanager) areprocessedsynchronously-only high-levelagentscan own a threadof
control.
3.3.3 Agent
The agent is the fundamental active entity in the AI Bus, encapsulated as an object which communicates by
messages. Currently an agent and its message manager occupy a Unix process, so its boundary exists not only
as a software object but is also enforced at the operating system level. An agent b defined as a collection of
knowledge sources and an organization; these knowledge sources may be implmnented as expert systems (an
inference engine and a knowledge base) or a conventional system - just so long as the specified interface is
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followed. Each knowledge source has a list of capabilities and interests - which match questions it can
answer and information it would like to be told - the agent advertises these attributes with the Finder and
keeps a cache of other agents' capabilities and interests for subsequent communication.
An agent's specification thus permits implementation along several sizes of granularity. Internally, it can
be a whole organization of problem solvers, or just a simple procedural program. It has a scheduler
component for control of its knowledge sources and is not necessarily serial (it may be realized as one or
several processes or threads). Its state may be dormant or active, but currently most agents are eternally
vigilant or waiting for a reply. For efficiency reasons in Unix-like environments a large grain may be
preferred, and this can be used at the next layer up as a generic task - an agent which is a specialist in one
area of problem solving (Ref. [13]).
An agent's capabilities and interests represent a model of its goals, plans, abilities and needs that other
agents can use for cooperation. An agent can choose not to cooperate by not advertising this model, but in
general they can build up more extensive models of each other by starting with the originally advertised
capabilities and interests and then learning from experience by caching results: for example, two agents
may have a capability to do arithmetic, but by trying each the faster one is identified and will be
preferred in future requests. An agent can have a reflective ability by installing probes in itself (for
example, to measure the number of rules fired by a knowledge source's inference engine); this allows it to
monitor its progress and interrupt if necessary. The combination of agents into a cohesive problem-solving
team is achieved by creating an organization. One example of the internal organization of a complex agent
is illustrated in Figure 3.
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3.3.4 Organization
An organization is simply a collection of agents who know each others' capabilities and interests - this is
an implicit specification by knowledge existing in each agent. In contrast to structural definitions of
organizations, this model is adaptive, since agents can compute who knows how to answer a question it
cannot itself process, and thereby new relationships form within the organization. One agent can be
programmed to act as a manager, who delegates work to other agents according to their advertised
capabilities, monitors their progress using probes and adjusts their position in the organization.
A final method to combine agents is more indirect, by sharing access to a blackboard. A blackboard is
realized in the A1 Bus as a restricted subclass of agent - it is a passive server which is interested in
everything (or at least whatever it is programmed for). Agents post information on the blackboard by
sending it messages, they install probes on it to gather information resulting from matching events plus
several current and historical conditions. A blackboard is thus a semi-permanent communication space, but
also acts as a mechanism for loosely-coupled organization whereby several agents can combine partial
results without repeated inter-agent communication. It is more than a global database, in that the probes'
histories provide a short-term memory and record of partial matches, so that new additions and requests
can be processed quickly (in the style of the Rete algorithm for rule-based systems); in contrast, database
queries are processed one at a time. This is an object-oriented version of the blackboard concept, and it is
important to contrast it with blackboard systems which contain a centralized scheduler in control of the
serial execution of agents: in the AI Bus the agents are autonomous. Although logically centralized, a
blackboard may be physically distributed for performance reasons: in this case, consistency must be
maintained using techniques (e.g. multiple copies, deadlock avoidance) borrowed from distributed
databases. An illustration of the different methods of communication and cooperation is shown in Figure 4.
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4. Development of the AI Bus
The design of the AI Bus was first summarized in a set of abstract-data-type class specifications,
intentionally kept language-independent in order to avoid restricting the design. See Figure 5.
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4.1 Initial Implementation Approach
For the implementation, we chose C++ and Unix because of the performance benefits of a relatively low-
level language and its wide availability: a fundamental goal was to build a production quality system, not
an experimental testbed. For the common knowledge representation language (a KnowledgeUnit class) we
chose Clips because it is distributed with source code and hence is amenable to customization. Message
passing between Clips agents was easily accomplished by writing three user-defined C++ functions
(aibus ask, aibus_tell, aibus answer) that are called from the right hand side of a Clips rule and in turn
invoke the encapsulating agent's methods (Figure 5) to interface with remote objects. The communication
services were built on top of the RPC protocol.
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This choice of implementation tools resulted in the compromise that an agent could only contain one
knowledge source: a C++ object resides in one process, but having several Clips instantiations in one process
is impossible because of its global variables. Furthermore, we had hoped to isolate out the inference engine
components (pattern match, agenda scheduling, etc.) from the Clips source code for reuse in other Layer 4
objects such as probes and blackboards; however C++'s strongish typing caused problems in handling free-
style C, even with the help of Abacus' automatic translation system, MetaPack. As a result we had to
write our own procedures for these purposes and just treat Clips as a black-box KnowledgeSource object
rather than a composite object (see Ref. [14] for the approach used in the Joshua system).
4.2 Current Implementation Direction
We are currently pursuing the direction outlined above, of decomposing the functionality of a Clips based
inference engine into object-oriented modules. Agents could then have several Clips components, rules could
inherit conditions and actions from other rules, rule-bases could inherit rules from other rule bases and the
distinction between rule-based and frame-based languages would disappear. For hard real-time
situations, the Rete net's good average-time but unpredictable worst-time performance is unsuitable and
alternative implementations are necessary. For example, linear searching with compiled-out pattern
matching (e.g. L'Star, Ref. [15]), or search algorithms like iterative deepening which always maintain
the best-solution-so-far.
We are also working on incorporating non-linear fact and pattern representations (e.g. Prolog's recursive
structures), and providing more support for probe access to AI Bus objects, especially for dynamic
validation. At the cooperative systems level, we are experimenting with negotiation protocols, and
providing agents with learning capabilities.
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